534
). In each larva, horizontal planes were imaged in either the dorso-ventral or ventro-dorsal 139 direction, at 20µm increments from the dorsal-most neurons in the brain to the deepest brain 140 region that could be clearly imaged using SPIM. For most larvae, this resulted in a stack of 141 images spanning roughly 240µm dorso-ventrally and capturing the entire rostro-caudal and 142 lateral extents of the brain. This means that most of the brain was robustly sampled, but that 143 some of the deepest regions (composing the ventral-most 50µm, approximately) may have 144 been missed in some larvae, and may therefore be underrepresented in our dataset. All image 145 acquisition and stimulus presentation was controlled by the microManager software 146 (Edelstein et al., 2010) . 147 Motion artifacts caused by slow drift of the image or by spontaneous movements by the larva 148 were corrected in Fiji, RRID:SCR_002285, using a rigid body transformation in StackReg 149 (Thevenaz et al., 1998) . We used the CaImAn toolbox for the fluorescence signal extraction, 150 using four thousand components for the initialization (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016) . 151 Micro-PIV 152 Water flow profiles were measured using particle imaging velocimetry (PIV). The flow 153 chamber and pump were set up in a similar configuration to imaging experiments, with water 154 replaced by a suspension of 4.5 µm diameter polystyrene latex microspheres (ThermoFisher 155 Scientific) in water at concentration of 2.5x10 -4 (by weight). The chamber was imaged at 100 156 frames per second, and the flow field calculated from 800 sequential images recorded while Linear regression, clustering, location and quantitative analyses were performed in 162 MATLAB, RRID:SCR_001622, using custom scripts, which can be made available upon 163 request. For the first set of experiments, we built regressors, with an average GCaMP 164 response, for each repeat of the flow stimulus onset and offset. The coefficient of 165 determination (r 2 ) of the linear regression models was used to select responsive neurons, and 166 we chose a 0.1 threshold based on the r 2 distribution of our models to allow for conservative 167 filtering of the data. 168 Direction selectivity index (DSI) was calculated as in (Grama and Engert, 2012) , the =
where RespFWD is the response (z-scored) to forward flow and RespBWD is 170 the response to backward flow.
171
The 
Results

193
Combining microfluidics and light-sheet microscopy to detect water flow responses.
We first performed a broad unbiased search for water flow responsive neurons across the 207 brain. We started with a simple stimulus train of alternating backward and forward flow (10 208 sec each, with 10 sec of rest between stimuli) with a single consistent flow rate of 2 mm/s, targeted GCaMP6s (Chen et al., 2013) were paralyzed with tubocurarine and exposed to the 212 above stimulus in the microfluidics device, while whole-brain calcium imaging proceeded.
213
Following motion correction and segmentation of our images into regions of interest (ROIs) 214 corresponding to neurons (see Methods), we obtained fluorescence traces for roughly 63,000 215 ROIs ( Fig 1C) . We registered these ROIs to the Z-brain atlas, allowing responses to be 216 registered spatially from animal to animal, and against the brain regions delineated in Z-brain ROIs belonging to the three "onset" clusters were distributed broadly across the brain, and 238 overlapped extensively with one another, especially in the hindbrain. There were, however, 239 differences in the density of different clusters in different brain regions, with "bidirectional 240 onset" neurons significantly enriched in the TS (Fig 2A and Fig 2-1 ).
242
A second broad category of ROIs responded to the presence of flow with activity that 243 persisted for the duration of the stimulus ( Fig 2B) . These included clusters of "bidirectional 244 on", "forward on", and "reverse on" neurons, paralleling the direction selectivity shown by 245 the "onset" neurons described above. Again, the spatial distributions of these three clusters 246 were highly overlapping, especially in the hindbrain and MON, but regional enrichments for 247 specific clusters were also evident ( Fig 2B, Fig 2-1) . Notably, the directional-selective "on" 248 clusters (of both orientations) were the nearly exclusive occupants of the pLLG.
250
The final broad category of ROI, comprising the "forward integrator" and "backward 251 integrator" clusters, showed persistent responses that grew in intensity throughout the 252 duration of the stimulus, then gradually returned to baseline after the stimulus ended (Fig   253   2C ). Our analysis did not reveal bidirectional integrators. "Forward integrators" were more 254 numerous, but the distributions of forward and reverse integrators were similar, with a 255 majority of neurons in these clusters appearing in the tectum or the hindbrain.
256
Quantitative analyses of these clusters' response properties bore out the initial observations 257 presented above. Six of the eight clusters showed strong direction selectivity (according to 258 the direction selectively index (DSI) defined as
), with only the two 259 "bidirectional" clusters failing to diverge significantly from 0. In terms of the time that ROIs 260 took to reach their peak responses to water flow stimuli, the three "onset" clusters showed 261 fast precise responses, the "on" clusters had average peaks near the midpoint of the 10-262 second stimuli, and the "integrator" clusters peaked at or just after the termination of the 263 stimulus.
264
Clustering is subject both to the inadvertent separation of equivalently responding ROIs stimulus train used above (Fig 2-3A) . In attempting to cluster the responses that did occur, we 279 found very small numbers of neurons fitting into two noisy clusters roughly corresponding to 280 the "forward on" and "reverse on" clusters from our initial experiments, albeit with weaker 281 response strength (Fig 2-3) . The small number of responsive ROIs, along with their poor 282 response fidelity, indicates that the neomycin is blocking virtually all flow responses. This 283 suggests that the lateral line system rather than, for instance, proprioception, is responsible 284 for the numerous, strong, and diverse responses that we describe above.
286
Correlation patterns across the brain-wide water flow network 287 To gain a better sense of the network organization of the observed responses, we applied the 288 tools of graph theory to our results. We performed an unsupervised clustering of the spatial 289 localization of all the responsive ROIs, for each functional cluster, ensuring that the nodes 290 would be represented in all fish ( Fig 3A) . This unsupervised approach confirmed the 291 prevalence of mostly forward and reverse "on" clusters in the pLLG. We then generated an 292 average correlation matrix between all the nodes across our fish, with correlation below 0.6 293 ignored, to generate an undirected graph ( Fig 3B, Fig 3-1A) . The results were consistent at ). This null model loses any structure and shows no correlation higher than our threshold 298 (highest correlation is 0.33).
299
We observe that the network is biased towards the "forward on" response cluster, which is 300 more connected as measured by the degree of each node (the proportion of possible partners 301 to which it is correlated, Fig 3C and E) . We also compared the participation coefficient (how 302 much each node connects with nodes of other functional clusters) and again the forward 303 specific clusters had a higher participation coefficient than reverse specific ones ( Fig 3D, Fig   304   3E ). Overall, this suggests a network that encodes various properties of flow stimuli in both 305 directions, but with a greater network-wide weighting on the detection and processing of 306 forward flow. ). This will also allow us to validate that some of the response profiles were not artefacts 323 of the slow rise and decay of GCaMP6s. 324 We first used the eight previous functional clusters to predict responses to the complex 325 stimuli, we obtained ROIs with similar profiles across our 7 fish (Fig 4A, raster plot) .
However, we couldn't identify responses corresponding to the reverse integrators, which may 327 indicate these were an artefact of the GCaMP6s.
328
Using the response profiles to this more complex stimulus, we asked specific questions integrator" showed responses that correlated strongly to the total volume of the flow stimulus 341 ( Fig 4C) . Specifically, we measured the area under the curve during the 1mm/s for 10s 342 (10mm total flow), 1mm/s for 20s (20mm), 2 mm/s for 20s (40mm) and the complex 30s 343 (40mm) stimuli. This showed a doubling of the area under the curve for the two 40mm 344 stimuli versus the 20mm stimulus, suggesting that responses from "integrators" are impacted 345 both by the time and speed of the stimulus (Fig 4C) . The lack of significant difference 346 between the 1mm/s for 10s or 20s stimulus could be an artifact of increased responses to the would not have been revealed with our setup, which stimulated all trunk neuromasts 387 simultaneously. Future iterations of the current microfluidics device will be necessary to 388 explore this topography with calcium imaging. 389 We also observed nuanced responses to water flow stimuli in structures downstream of the 390 MON, including the OT, TS, cerebellum, and telencephalon (Fig 2-1) . These downstream 
397
Overall, this shows how the fish could use the downstream regions to integrate the water-398 flow stimulus with other sensory stimuli in order to inform its behavioral choices. Future 399 studies could combine stimuli from multiple modalities with different saliencies to assess the 400 precise function that each region would play in their processing and integration.
402
Possible neural mechanisms for speed detection and integration 403 Our initial observation of "integrator" neurons was consistent with their representing either 404 the accumulation of flow across time or distance, and our initial stimulus train did not allow 405 us to distinguish between these possibilities. Using a more complex stimulus train, we found 406 evidence for an increased GCaMP response for given neurons at particular speeds ( Fig 4C) , 407 which may indicate that firing rate, in these neurons, encodes flow speed (Chen et al., 2013) .
408
As the fast encoding ROIs respond (weakly) to the 1mm/s stimuli, it seems unlikely that these 409 are simply high threshold ROIs, and this suggests that these signals may represent actual The "integrators" that we have described match nicely with the type of information that a 417 recently developed rheotaxis algorithm would require, in which the accumulated flow across 418 the two sides of the body is compared to drive turning behavior (Oteiza et al., 2017) . We 419 showed that these integrators do not simply encode the duration of the stimulus, but a ). Indeed, even the bidirectional response profiles that we have described were slanted 436 toward forward responsiveness ( Fig 2D) .
437
Combined, these observations suggest that the larvae are sensitive to the presence or the onset 438 of water flow in the reverse direction, which may be sufficient, for instance, to detect the It is also possible that we are underestimating this bias toward forward flow perception, given 445 our imaging setup. Since we are using a head-embedded preparation, we are stimulating only 446 the trunk lateral line neuromasts, as reflected by the absence of aLLG activity in our analyses.
447
Because we are not stimulating the cranial neuromasts, we may be missing responses from 448 these neuromasts that would presumably, based on their position on the animal's body, report 449 on forward flow. We may also be missing more specialized functions of the cranial 
463
To our knowledge, this is the first brain wide study of lateral line information processing. By 464 observing activity across the brain at cellular resolution, we have uncovered multiple classes 465 of responses representing several features of the flow, and have located each of these 466 response types to its position in the brain. While these results are, in a sense, a comprehensive 467 accounting of lateral line processing in this system, they leave many open questions about the 468 circuit-level mechanisms governing the network. The use of GCaMP prevents our judging the 469 order in which events occur across the network, making it difficult to infer the direction of 470 information flow. We also do not know the structures or connectivity of the neurons whose 471 signals we are detecting, and this prevents our ground-truthing the correlation-based networks 472 that we have described using graph theory. In the future, registration of these response types 473 to the morphologies of associated neurons, for instance using databases of neurons across the 
478
More sophisticated stimuli, targeting individual neuromasts or temporally controlled 479 combinations of neuromasts, will be necessary to reveal topography in this network or the 480 computations that allow larvae to detect complex real-world flow patterns. Finally, future 481 functional work, likely using optogenetics, will be necessary to test the resulting models of 482 information flow concretely. Viewed from this perspective, the current study provides a first 483 tantalizing glimpse of this brain-wide network and a departure point for targeted studies of its 484 structural and mechanistic details. 
